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Literature – All Chapters
Q.1. Following circles have names of the characters of the story. Write as many traits of the
given character as possible next to the arrow-heads:

NICOLA

JACOPO

NARRATOR

FROG

NIGHTINGALE

Q.2. Identify the poetic devices used in the following:
i) crass cacophony
ii)nor prayers nor bricks… or complaints or sticks
iii) toads and teals and tiddlers
iv) with both art and adoration
v) koo-ash koo-ash
vi) awn and awn and awn
vii) moonlight cold and pale
viii) this is a fairy tale
ix) you are Mozart in disguise
x) Mallard and Milady Trent, Martin Cardinal Mephisto
xi) sweet and bitter
xii) sold her songs for silver
xiii) tired song
xiv) far too nervous, far too tense, far too prone…
xv) more morose, brainless bird, foghorn of the frog
trembling, terrified
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Q.3. Define the following as per your understanding of this poem:
a) fable
d) sonnet
f) wasteful war

b) allegory
e) ticket office gross
h) living record

c) satire
g) Mars (as used in sonnet 55)
i) Mozart

WRITING SKILLS
Q.4. You are Roma / Rohit, a student of Class X of ABC International School, Verona. Write a
letter to the Principal of your school requesting permission to organize an after-school initiative
wherein underprivileged children like Nicola and Jacopo would be taught basic English and
Math by senior students. (Word limit: 120-150 words)
Q.5. In about 120-150 words, write a diary entry as the frog the day after the nightingale died.

GRAMMAR:
Q.4. The following passage has one error (determiner, tense or subject verb agreement) in
each line. Write the incorrect word and its correction. One has been done for you.
Incorrect
Correct
It has often been seen that a person who use to be late
use
used
with work submission at school, grow up to be lazy and
a) ________ ________
irresponsible as a adult. The adult will make excuses, try b) ________ ________
to cover up mistakes, or delay work of a teams. They
c) ________ ________
are face the same problems with each work whether in
d) ________ ________
office or at home. Such people is poor at time management e) ________ ________
and struggle with the all passing moment (pun intended). f) ________ ________

Q.5. Fill in the following blanks by choosing the most appropriate option from the ones
given below. Write only the answers against the correct blank numbers.
“This vacation I (a) ______ to Manali for sure. It (b) ______ on my agenda for a few years now
but somehow, I (c) ______ able to find enough time to visit. In particular, I (d) ______ visit
Vashisht Lake due to its medicinal properties. Ever since I (e) ______ to Chickengunia, I have
been suffering from residual pain and the lake (f) ________ to help people like me.”
(a)(i) would go

(ii) will go

(iii) have gone

(iv) had gone

(b)(i) is

(ii) was

(iii) has been

(iv) will be

(c)(i) was never

(ii) have never

(iii) have never been (iv) will never

(d)(i) wanted to

(ii) want to

(iii) wanting to

(e)(i) fall prey

(ii) fallen prey

(iii) have fallen prey (iv) fell prey

(f)(i) is known

(ii) was known

(iii) had been known (iv) will be known

(iv) have been wanting

